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Abstract

The passage of an off-axis bunch through the collima-
tor gap induces higher order mode wakefields which can
lead to emittance growth and consequently can affect the
luminosity at the IP - a major concern for the ILC. The
emittance growth due to high order angular multipole mode
wakefields is calculated beam profiles at the IP are pre-
sented in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

In a linear collider, the magnets and the cavities are typ-
ically misaligned causing the beam trajectory to be offset
when it enters the beam delivery system. This can lead to
wakefields and dispersive errors which degrade the perfor-
mance of the collider by causing emittance dilution which
in turn causes a reduction of the collider’s luminosity. The
collimators in the beam delivery system generate short-
range wakefields as a result of the interaction between the
particle beam and the surrounding environment. Although
the wakefields are negligibile for perfectly conducting col-
limators and ultrarelativistic motion, in the realistic case
of finite conductivity and relativistic case they must be
taken into account. The longitudinal wakes increase the
energy spread while the transverse wakes cause emittance
growth [1]. A possible way to relax the wakefields is taper-
ing. But because collimator apertures are tight and parti-
cle bunches are close to the collimator edges, the near-wall
wakefields play considerable role in single bunch dynam-
ics. For bunches close to the axis, the longitudinal effect
is dominated by the monopole mode (m=0) and the trans-
verse effect is dominated by the dipole mode (m=1). How-
ever, when considering near-wall wakefields, higher order
modes must be considered and the total wakefield effect
is a sum over all multiple contributions [2]. An analyti-
cal estimation of the number of modes required for desired
accuracy was done by K.Yokoya [3].

The collimator wakefields are separated into two com-
ponents, a geometric component and a resistive compo-
nent. The geometric wakefields are due to change in the
vacuum chamber section at the collimator, with the walls
assumed perfectly conducting. The image charge gener-
ated by a charge q displaced by y in a collimator of half
gap a is equivalent to a charge q placed at a2/y from the
center of the beam axis. When the leading charge reaches
the transition, the image charge stops following it and gen-
erates an electrostatic field on the particles that are behind
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the leading particle. The resistive wakes are due to the fi-
nite resistivity of the collimator material. For a collimator
with tapering sections, both the tapered and the flat sec-
tions contribute to the resistive wall wakefields because of
the finite conductivity of the material.

In this paper, the effects of higher order mode wakefields
on beam sizes and luminosity at the IP are presented. Both
the geometric and resistive wakefield effects are considered
for this study.

WAKEFIELD SIMULATIONS

Simulations were performed using the MERLIN code
[4]. Initially, the standard implementation included only
the monopole (longitudinal) and dipole (transverse) wake-
fields therefore a mathematical formalism for incorporating
intra-bunch higher order mode wakefields was developed
[5]. The current implementation allows one to choose the
mode and the appropriate wake function for a specific col-
limator geometry. For these simulations, the wake function
for a steeply tapered collimator with an aperture a placed
in a beam pipe with an aperture b was chosen:

Wm(z) = 2
(

1
a2m

− 1
b2m

)
e

−mz
a θ(z) (1)

where θ(z) is the unit step function [6]. The ILC-BDS
beamline model is based upon the design described in [7].
The current model contains 33 collimators and this com-
prises spoilers, absorbers, photon masks and protection col-
limators. The calculations are carried out for a short Gaus-
sian bunch and the beam parameters at the end of the linac
are given in Table 1. The beam is injected with an offset
at the entrance of the BDS. Although the collimators have
rectangular aperture, we use formulae appropriate to aper-
tures with cylindrical symmetry (takind the diameter as the
smaller of the vertical and horizontal half gap) as these are
avalilable to all orders. The calculations therefore repre-
sent estimates rather than exact computations. Neverthe-
less they should be useful as a guide to what effects are or
are not important in maintaining luminosity for the ILC.

Table 1: The beam parameters at the end of the linac.

Parameter Value
Bunch charge 2 · 1010

Energy 250 GeV
βx, βy 45.89 m, 10.71 m
εx, εy 2.04·10−11m, 8.18·10−14m
σz 3.0·10−4m
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GEOMETRIC WAKEFIELDS

In the absence of wakefields the beam at the IP measures
σx = 6.51 · 10−7m horizontally and σy = 5.69 · 10−9m
vertically. Geometric wakefields produce an increase in the
beamsize. Figure 1 shows the horizontal beamsize at the IP
as a function of beam offset for different wakefield modes.
One can see that higher order modes are not an issue when
the beam offset is increased up to 0.25 mm which is a very
large value. From 0.25 mm beam offset onwards, higher or-
der modes become important and the increase in the beam-
size due to the number of modes considered can be sepa-
rated. At 0.45 mm when the beam centroid is close to the
edge of the collimator SP2, the increase is quite substantial:
σx = 1.70 · 10−3 m. The increase in the vertical beamsize
is presented in figure 2 and it is similar to the one for the
horizontal sigma. Higher order modes are significant from
0.25 mm. The beam increases up to σy = 4.77 · 10−4 m
for 0.45 mm beam offset.
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Figure 1: The increase in the horizontal beam size due to
higher order mode geometric wakefields.
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Figure 2: The increase in the vertical beam size due to
higher order mode geometric wakefields.

As a consequence of emittance growth, the luminosity
drops from L = 2.03 ∗ 1038m−2s−1 to L ∼ 1034 at 0.25
mm beam offset (Figure 3). As the offset is increased, the
impact of higher order modes on the luminosity is con-
siderable and has to be taken into account. At 0.45 mm
beam offset, the luminosity drops to L ∼ 1029. However,
a luminosity lower than L ∼ 1038 is not acceptable for
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Figure 3: Luminosity loss due to higher order mode geo-
metric wakefields.
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Figure 4: Luminosity loss due to geometric wakefields at
small offsets for all four modes and for the case without
wakefields.

physics experiments therefore the next step was to look at
the dependancy of luminosity on small offsets. In Figure 4
the relative luminosity curve is plotted considering all four
modes and also the case when the wakefields are not con-
sidered. The effect of wakefields is not significant in this
case: for an offset of 3σ, the relative luminosity is less than
98% and the decrease is due to optics.

RESISTIVE WAKEFIELDS

The higher order mode resistive wakefields excited in the
collimators were studied next. The same beam parameters
were used as for the geometric wakefields. The collimators
were assumed to be made of titanium, with a conductivity
σ = 2.38 · 106/Ω m and the collimator length is the one
given in the MAD optics file [7]. The wake function which
describes the shock response of the environment to a beam
which carries an m moment is [8]:

Wm(z) = − 2
πb2m+1(1 + δm0)

√
c

σ

L√
z

(2)

The increase in the horizontal and vertical beamsize is of
the same order of magnitude as in the geometric case (Fig-
ures 5 and 6). The higher order wakefield modes does not
seem to become significant at offsets smaller then 0.45 mm.
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The decrease in luminosity due to four modes is presented
in Figure 7 and it drops to L ∼ 1034 at 0.45 mm.
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Figure 5: The increase in the horizontal beam size due to
resistive wakefields for four modes.
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Figure 6: The increase in the vertical beam size due to re-
sistive wakefields for four modes.
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Figure 7: The decrease in luminosity due to resistive wake-
fields for four modes.

BUNCH DISTORTION

The transverse wakefields excited in the collimators may
damage the beam due to the small aperture of the spoil-
ers and this can also affect the bunch profile at the IP. The
bunches may not have a Gaussian shape anymore and they
can appear distorted. The distortion is caused by the de-
flection in angle of the particles that emerge from the colli-

mators which varies with the position along the bunch such
that the tail is more affected than the head. Figure 8 shows
the bunch shape at the IP due to four wakefield modes af-
ter being tracked through the beam delivery system with an
offset of 0.45 mm from the central axis. In this picture one
can see that the bunched tail gets a kick while the bunch
head is not affected.

Figure 8: Bunch profile distorted at the IP due to geometric
wakefields after tracking through the BDS with an offset of
0.45 mm .

CONCLUSION

Effects of higher order mode wakefields excited in the
ILC-BDS collimators were studied. It was found that for
geometric wakefields they become important at larger off-
sets while at small offsets the effects are dominated by the
monopole and dipole mode. At large offsets the luminosity
drops to values unacceptable for physics experiments. At
small offsets, the decrease in luminosity is not significant.
The higher order modes appear not to be relevant for resis-
tive wakefields in the case of the ILC-BDS collimators for
any offset considered.
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